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UP IN SMOKE: USING COOPERATIVE U.S. FOREST
FIRE MANAGEMENT POLICIES AS A MODEL FOR
IMPLEMENTING AN EFFECTIVE FOREST FIRE
PREVENTION PROGRAM IN THE RUSSIAN FAR EAST
Jim Wiiksont
Abstract: The Russian Far East's ("RFE") most abundant natural resource is its
vast, relatively unbroken tracts of boreal forest. Wildfires are the largest cause of
deforestation in the RFE. Rampant fires in the RFE threaten biodiversity and wildlife
habitat, destroy timber reserves, and create pollution and greenhouse gases. Experts
estimate that between eighty to ninety percent of these fires are human-caused. However,
Russian forestry laws fail to provide the type of legal framework necessary to adequately
address these preventable fires.
Forest management legislation mandating more comprehensive and cooperative fire
prevention could prevent disastrous forest fires in the RFE. U.S. fire management
policies provide a model that Russia should follow to implement coordinated fire
prevention programs in the RFE. Fire management policies in the United States
incorporate the so-called "cooperative federalism" approach--coordinating local and
federal resources to both prevent and suppress human-caused fires. International
sustainable forestry guidelines also recommend this approach. The FOREST Project, a
non-govemmental organization currently implementing cooperative fire prevention
programs in the RFE, demonstrates how a coordinated approach to fire management can
work. Russia should incorporate this cooperative approach to fire management into its
new Forest Code. Although various extra-legal factors could impede the success of even
the most well thought-out fire management policies, a legally-mandated, coordinated fire
prevention program represents Russia's best hopes for gaining control of the wildfires
raging in the RFE.
I. INTRODUCTION
Toward the end of his life and slowly dying of tuberculosis, Russian
playwright and author Anton Chekhov commenced an epic trek across
Siberia to Sakhalin, an island off the Pacific Coast in the Russian Far East
("RFE"). 1  Wildfires2 were Chekhov's constant companion throughout the
t Sincere thanks to the entire Pacific Rim Law & Policy Journal Editorial Staff, Prof. Gregory Hicks
of the University of Washington School of Law, Prof. Stephen J. Pyne of Arizona State University, and the
staff of the Russian FOREST Project for their assistance. Finally, the author would like to thank Lara
Wilkson for her unfailing support of this endeavor.
' The RFE consists of nine Russian territories located between Siberia and the Pacific Ocean.
POCKET HANDBOOK OF THE RUSSIAN FAR EAST: A REFERENCE GUIDE 1 (Elisa Miller & Alexander Karp
eds., 1994).
2 There are two categories of wildland fires: wildfires and prescribed burns. Wildfires are unwanted
fires which require human action to control. A prescribed fire, on the other hand, is a wanted, intentionally
set fire that serves fire management goals. STEPHEN J. PYNE ET AL., INTRODUCTION TO WILDLAND FIRE 457
(1996) [hereinafter PYNE, WtLDLAND FIRE].
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journey. Floating down the Amur River, Chekhov noted that the "dense
green mass belched scarlet flames" along the riverbanks, while "clouds of
smoke merged into an elongated, black, stationary column which hung over
the forest. The conflagration was enormous, but all around was quiet and
tranquil; nobody cared that the forests were being destroyed. ' 3 Later, as his
ship approached Sakhalin, Chekhov was greeted by enormous fires that
made the island resemble hell.4  Chekhov's hell, however, pales in
comparison to the wildfires raging in the RFE today.5
Russia's ability or inability to deal with these fires will have global
consequences.6 The wildfires raging in the RFE threaten the ecological
health of the Earth's largest expanse of boreal forest. 7 Sadly, these fires are
mostly preventable. 8 Fire scientists believe that a long-term fire prevention
and management strategy must be put in place with the utmost Vriority in
order to avoid further destruction of the RFE's coniferous forests. Russian
forestry laws, however, fail to mandate the creation and implementation of a
comprehensive, intergovernmental fire prevention program. To the contrary,
Russian forestry laws delegate different fire management responsibilities to
federal and regional levels of government without providing a mandate for
these agencies to coordinate their fire prevention efforts.' 0
This Comment will argue that forest management legislation
mandating more comprehensive and cooperative fire prevention, coupled
with harsher criminal penalties for unauthorized fire use, could help prevent
3 ANTON CHEKHOV, THE ISLAND: A JOURNEY TO SAKHALIN 5 (Luba & Michael Terpak trans.,
1967).
Id. at xxvi (editor's comments).
' See infra Part ll.B.
6 Stephen J. Pyne, The Russian Fire Establishment Impressions from a Study Tour, INT'L FOREST
FIRE NEWS, Jan. 1992, at 4, available at http:llwww.fire.uni-freiburg.de/iffn/country/rus/rus-l.htm (last
visited Apr. 20, 2005). Unfortunately, both the frequency and the severity of fires have worsened since this
prediction, made in the early 1990s. See infra Part II.C.
7 GLOBAL FOREST WATCH, THE LAST FRONTIER FORESTS: ECOSYSTEMS AND ECONOMIES ON THE
EDGE 27 (1997), available at http://www.globalforestwatch.org/english/about/publications.htm (last visited
Apr. 20, 2005). About ninety-five percent of Russian forests are boreal forests. Anatoly Shvidenko & Sten
Nilsson, Extent, Distribution, and Ecological Role of Fire in Russian Forests, in FIRE, CLIMATE CHANGE,
AND CARBON CYCLING IN THE BOREAL FOREST 134 (Eric S. Kasischke & Brian J. Stocks, eds. 2000). The
boreal forest of the RFE is part of "[a]n extensive circumpolar belt of boreal forest reach[ing] across
northern latitudes in North America, the Nordic countries, and [Russia]." JAN G. LAARMAN & ROGER A.
SEDJO, GLOBAL FORESTS: ISSUES FOR SIX BILLION PEOPLE 26-27 (1992).
8 Anatoly Shvidenko & Johann G. Goldammer, Fire Situation in Russia, INT'L FOREST FIRE NEWS,
Apr. 2001, at 44 (on file with author) (noting that sixty-five percent of the forest fires in eastern Russia are
caused by the local population).
9 Id. at 51. The extent and global importance of fires in the boreal zone have often been greatly
underestimated. Susan G. Conard et al., Estimating and Monitoring Effects of Fire Severity and Area
Burned on Carbon Cycling and Emissions in Siberia, in ABSTRACTS: THE ROLE OF BOREAL FORESTS AND
FORESTRY IN THE GLOBAL CARBON BUDGET 104 (Michael J. Apps & Jenni Marsden eds., 2000).
'0 See infra Part III.B.
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disastrous forest fires in the RFE. Part II discusses the scope of the fire
crisis in the RFE and why a cooperative, comprehensive fire prevention
program must be implemented through federal legislation. Part HI analyzes
Russia's forest and fire management structure as mandated by federal law.
Part IV presents a comparative analysis of the fire management laws and
policies in the United States. Part V discusses the implications of
international forest management policies on Russian forest fire management.
Part VI presents a case study of the Forest Resources and Technology
Project ("FOREST"), a non-governmental organization ("NGO") project
that has achieved considerable success with a fire prevention program in the
RFE implementing these policies. Part VII proposes legal actions Russia
can take to improve forest fire prevention in the RFE and discusses extra-
legal factors that could help or hinder implementing these proposals. Part
VIII concludes by arguing that unless Russia adopts these legal measures,
the wildfire crisis in the RFE will only grow worse.
II. FOREST FIRES ARE THE LARGEST SOURCE OF DEFORESTATION IN THE
GLOBALLY IMPORTANT BOREAL FORESTS OF THE RFE
The RFE's forests are a rich economic resource." Even more
importantly, they play a crucial role in maintaining global environmental
health. These forests face a variety of environmental threats, but wildfires
are the single largest source of deforestation in the RFE. 12 A number of
historic and current trends have combined to create the perennially severe
fire danger in the RFE. The people of the RFE have lit the proverbial match
to this powder keg, as the vast majority of the fires that are threatening these
forests are set by humans. 13 The direct costs to humans are destroyed timber
resources, and even destroyed communities. The indirect costs come from
the severe toll the fires take on the environment.
11 Raw timber accounts for 51.5% of Russia's exports, although this number may be even higher as
it does not account for illegally harvested timber. GEORGE SHUVARIN, PACIFIC ENV'T & RESOURCE
CENTER, RUssIA'S TIMBER TUG OF WAR (2004), available at http://www.pacificenvironment.orglarticles/
tugofwar.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
12 GERHARD DIETERLE & ANDREY KUSHLIN, WORLD BANK, RUSSIAN FOREST POLICY REFORM: KEY
CHALLENGES 5 (May 2004), available at http://www.worldbank.org.ru/ECA/Russia.nsflO/3447e75cIae221
eac3256f0e00246eb9/$FILE/ForestryRussiaPN2 eng%20.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
13 Shvidenko & Nilsson, supra note 7, at 137-38 (estimating that humans are responsible for 86.3%
of fires in the RFE).
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A. The RFE's Vast Forests Possess Great Environmental Importance But
Face Many Threats
The RFE encompasses a vast geographic area between Siberia and the
shores of the North Pacific. This region comprises thirty-six percent of
Russia's landmass,' 4 totaling more than 6215.9 million square kilometers,'
5
containing twenty percent of the world's forested areas, and fifty percent of
its coniferous forest stock.16  The RFE's rich reserves of timber 7 are
extremely important both to Russia and the world's economic, ecological,
and environmental well bein.' 8 For instance, the forests of the RFE act as a
massive global carbon sink' -potentially mitigating global warming-and
provide habitat to a large variety of animals, including the critically
endangered Siberian tiger2 and Far Eastern leopard.2'
The RFE has long been considered critical to the Soviet and Russian
economies, providing timber and natural resources to the industries located
in the West.22 This trend is expected to continue, as evidenced by the high
priority placed by Russian President Vladimir Putin on paving the trans-
14 THE RUSSIAN FAR EAST AND PACIFIC ASIA: UNFULFILLED POTENTIAL 3 (Michael J. Bradshaw ed.,
2001). The geography and climate of the RFE, however, conspire to keep the human population of the
RFE isolated from the rest of Russia. SUE DAVIS, THE RUSSIAN FAR EAST: THE LAST FRONTIER? 24
(2003). Notably, the population of the RFE peaked at 8,057,000 in 1991 (the year the Soviet Union
disintegrated) and has been declining ever since. Timothy Heleniak, Demographic Change in the Russian
Far East, in THE RUSSIAN FAR EAST AND PACIFIC ASIA: UNFULFILLED POTENTIAL, supra, at 138.
'5 Michael J. Bradshaw, The Russian Far East: An Introduction, in THE RUSSIAN FAR EAST AND
PACIFIC ASIA: UNFULFILLED POTENTIAL, supra note 14, at 3.
16 Thomas L. Schmidt & Gerhard K. Raile, Sustainability of Siberia and Far East Russia's Forest
Resource, 11 J. OF SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY 1, 2 (2000). The RFE's forested land totals about 551.6
million hectares. Id. at 4. The species composition of these forests consists of about seventy-five percent
larch, with some spruce, birch, aspen, pine in the north, and mixed forests of pine, spruce, and hardwood
species in the south. U.S. FOREST SERV., SHARING WITH NEIGHBORS: COOPERATIVE FORESTRY AND THE
RUSSIAN FAR EAST 1 (2000), available at http://www.fs.fed.usrlOlspf/successllntemationalForestry_
200002.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2004).
17 The RFE contains about forty-two percent of Russia's total forest area. Alexander Sheingauz &
Hiroaki Kakizawa, The Development of Forest Policy in the Russian Federation-With a Focus on
Khabarovsk Krai, in PEOPLE AND FOREST: POLICY AND LOCAL REALITY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, THE RUSSIAN
FAR EAST, AND JAPAN 187 (M. Inoue & H. Isozaki eds., 2003).
'8 Schmidt, supra note 16, at 15.
'9 A "carbon sink" is a geographic area that reabsorbs carbon dioxide pollution back into the land.
Krishna Ramanujan, Rain Helps Carbon Sink (2002), at http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Study/
CarbonHydrology/ (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
2o See generally John C. Porter, Comment, Finding Teeth for Russian Federation Tiger Protection
Laws: Using United States Gray Wolf Populations as Inspiration, and United States Endangered Species
Legislation as a Model for Russian Federation Endangered Species Legal Reform, 10 PENN ST. ENVTL. L.
REV. 365 (2002).
21 Patrick Cockburn, Putin Puts Future of Siberian Tiger at Risk, THE INDEPENDENT (London), July
5, 2000, at 15 (40 to 60 Far Eastern leopards remain in the wild).
22 Bradshaw, supra note 15, at 6-8.
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23Siberian highway in order to increase the accessibility of these resources.
Russia is also making serious efforts to solicit new bids to exploit the RFE's
economic potential as a source of raw timber. Finally, Russia's new Draft
Forest Code is primarily aimed at making Russian forest management
regulations more business friendly. 25 Despite these efforts, internal forces,
such as corruption, political instability, and a "frontier mentality" threaten to
destroy the very resource base that Russia promotes to foreign investors.26
At the same time that Russia is stepping up its efforts to exploit this
region, other countries are also increasingly focusing on the immense
potential of the RFE-and often exploiting the region's resources through
illegal means. For instance, the RFE has become fertile grounds for illegal
logging by Chinese interests, who are clearing the region's virgin forests in
an attempt to feed China's exploding economy.27 Finally, scientists are
increasingly concerned about the effects that global warming may have on
forest fire regimes in boreal forests of the RFE.28
These threats have sparked international attention aimed at preserving
the unique environment of the RFE, with concerned parties advocating
actions ranging from making the region a multi-million acre "international
wilderness park" 29 to "purchasing" the region from Russia.30  However, the
single greatest threat to this region is still forest fires-as large-scale fires
are the biggest cause of destruction of the RFE's resources. 31 Human-caused
23 Douglas M. Birch, Vladivostok to Moscow or Bust! Russians Building Longest Highway: Far
Eastern Region Braces for Change, SEATTLE TIMES, Oct. 12, 2004, at A9.24 Russia the Sleeping Giant, N. Z. FOREST INDUSTRY NEWS, June 2004, at 33.
25 See DIETERLE & KUSHLN, supra note 12, at 1; see also Revised Draft of Russia's Forest Code to
Secure Investor Rights, PRIME-TASS BUSINESS NEWS AGENCY, Sept. 15, 2004, LEXIS, Nexis Library,
News Group File.
26 See DAVIS, supra note 14, at 2. "In some ways, [the RFE] has the same 'frontier mentality' that
made the American West famous. There are many who argue that parts of the RFE are very similar to the
'Wild West' with few lawmen and many lawbreakers." Id. See also Stanley R. Boots, Observations from
Afield: The Tension Between the Goals of Russian Environmental Legislation and Extralegal Factors in the
Russian Far East, 10 INT'L LEGAL PERSP. 201 (1998) (analyzing four extra-legal factors that "overshadow
Russia's black letter law in the field of natural resource protection"). Id. at 204.
27 See Christopher Essick, Comment, Crisis in the Forest: The Environmental Impact of IllegalLogging Under the New Russian Economy, 15 COLO. J. INT'L. ENVTL. L. & POL'Y 245, 247 (2004).
Corrupt Russian officials often allow illegal Chinese logging operations to continue unchecked. Brook
Larmer & Alexandra A. Seno, A Reckless Harvest, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 27, 2003, at 24.
28 R.W. Wein & W.J. de Groot, Fire-Climate Change Hypothesis for the Taiga, in FIRE IN
ECOSYSTEMS OF BOREAL EURASIA 507 (Johann G. Goldammer & Valentin V. Furyaev eds., 1996).29 Tom Brokaw, Now They Want to Use Up the Taiga, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, Nov. 9, 1992, at
7B 
. 30 John A. Baden, America's Earth Day Supergift: Siberia, SEATrLE TIMES, Apr. 20, 1994, at B7(advocating creating a "public, quasi-governmental corporation to purchase Siberia from Russia" and
managing it in an ecologically balanced manner).
I A.S. Sheingauz, The Role of Fire in Forest Cover, Structure, and Dynamics in the Russian Far
East, in FIRE IN ECOSYSTEMS OF BOREAL ASIA, supra note 28, at 189 (stating that "[alithough data show
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32fires are of particular concern. These destructive wildfires continue to rage
due in large part to past Soviet fire suppression policies, inadequate funding
for firefighting efforts from the Russian government, and the lack of a
comprehensive national fire management policy that mandates coordinated
federal and local efforts to increase wildfire prevention in the RFE.
B. Soviet Forestry Policies and Current Extra-Legal Factors Are Fueling
the RFE's Wildfire Crisis
Natural and human-caused fires have always been a part of the RFE's
forest ecosystem,3 3 but have become the scourge of the region in recent
years due to a combination of converging factors. Soviet efforts to
completely eliminate fire from all Russian forests-a strategy the United
States employed for years as well-ignored the beneficial role of small, low-
intensity fires in the ecosystem. 34 Decades of aggressive fire suppression,
the effects of global warming, and waning Russian fire suppression funds
have created a perfect formula for massive, uncontrollable fires in the RFE.
Unfortunately, Russia has failed to effectively respond to the crisis.
1. Soviet Fire Suppression Policies Erroneously Sought to Completely
Eliminate Fire from Its Natural Environment
Aggressive wildfire suppression in the RFE became a national priority
after World War I.35  This firefighting policy was partially politically
motivated, as the deepening Cold War encouraged the establishment of a
"paramilitary" firefighting force that advanced "geopolitical goals" such as
keeping skies clear of obscuring smoke, reinforcing an administrative
presence in distant landscapes, and encouraging the exploitation of natural
resources.36 In addition to suppressing all fires, in 1972, the Soviets banned
the use of fire for landscape management uses, including traditional field
burning, although the practice continued to some degree despite the ban.37
similar sized areas for forest fire and commercial harvesting activities in the [RFE], fires have a 4-5 times
[sic] greater impact [on forest reduction] than [timber] harvesting").2 See infra Part VI (detailing efforts to combat human-caused fires in the RFE).
33 See STEPHEN J. PYNE, VESTAL FIRE 288-89, 308-09 & 332 (1997) (describing, with fascinating
anecdotes, the historic frequency of fire across Siberia and the RFE).
34 Stephen J. Pyne, Wild Hearth: A Prolegomenon to the Cultural Fire History of Northern Eurasia,
in FIRE IN ECOSYSTEMS OFBOREAL ASIA, supra note 28, at 40, 42 [hereinafter Pyne, Wild Hearth].
31 STEPHENJ. PYNE, WORLD FIRE 137 (1995).
36 id.
37 E-mail from Stephen J. Pyne, Professor, Arizona State University, to Jim Wilkson (Dec. 10, 2004,
11:28:59 PST) (on file with author).
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Like concurrent strategies implemented in the American West,38
Soviet policies calling for the complete exclusion of fire from Russian boreal
39forests have paradoxically worsened ecological conditions in some areas.
These policies ignored the beneficial role that occasional, low-intensity fires
play in forests.40  For example, fire can improve soil conditions for
coniferous forests and reduce competition from other vegetation.4' In short,
completely excluding fire from the forests of the RFE is impossible and
42unwise. Yet, while fire can play an important role in maintaining healthy
forest ecosystems, uncontrolled wildfires can also be highly destructive to
the environment.43
2. Slashed Government Funding Decreased Fire Detection and
Suppression
The decrease in funding for firefighting agencies resulting from the
collapse of the Soviet Union is also fueling the forest-fire crisis in the RFE.
Fire management agencies in Russia have been hit by, among other things,
"[i]nflation, loss of personnel, escalating costs of aviation fuel, confusion
over land ownership, political squabbling [and] the evaporation of
geopolitical goals."44 Russian officials blamed inadequate funding for the
dramatic deterioration in fire control in the RFE during the summer of
1996.4  Another forestry official in the RFE reported that the only
equipment available to fight fires was provided by the World Wildlife Fund
as part of a project to protect Siberian tiger habitat.46  Funding for fire
science research has also plummeted in recent years.47  Even if fire
protection and research agencies were fully funded, however, they would
still be fighting an uphill battle against other human-caused forces
conspiring to cause severe fires in the RFE.
" See infra Part IV.
39 See Pyne, Wild Hearth, supra note 34, at 40, 42.
40 id.
4' ARTHUR A. BROWN & KENNETH P. DAVIS, FOREST FIRE: CONTROL AND USE 560-61 (2d ed. 1973).
42 Georgi Korovin, Land Resources of Russia: Forest Fires 4 (2002), at http://www.iiasa.ac.at/
Research/FOR/russia _cd/forestrydes.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2004).
43 Shvidenko & Nilsson, supra note 7, at 134.
44 Pyne, Wild Hearth, supra note 34, at 42.
45 Albert Akhmetshin, Fires Rage on 10,000 Hectares of Forest in Far East, ITAR-TASs, July 29,
1996, LEXIS, Nexis Library, News Group File.
46 Alastair Dalton, Battle to Save Rare Tigers as Forest Fires Ravage Siberia, THE SCOTSMAN
(Edinburgh), Oct. 5, 2001, at 15.
47 J.G. Goldammer & V.V. Furyaev, Fire in Ecosystems of Boreal Eurasia: Ecological Impacts and
Links to the Global System, in FIRE IN ECOSYSTEMS OF BOREAL ASIA, supra note 28, at 11.
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3. Global Warming Exacerbates Fire Danger in the RFE
Global warming also significantly contributes to the forest-fire
problem in the RFE. Scientists believe that global climate change will likely
lead to longer and more severe fire seasons in northern boreal forests.48
Warmer temperatures in northern latitudes dry timber and brush beyond
normal levels, making forests in places like the RFE more susceptible to
massive blazes.4 9 Computer models predict that global warming could raise
the incidence of fires in northern coniferous forest by more than fifty
percent.50 These alarming predictions further highlight the need for a
coordinated fire prevention strategy in the RFE.
4. Human Activities Are the Main Cause of Fires in the RFE
The fires destroying the forests of the RFE are almost exclusively
human-caused events. Multi-year statistics show that human activities are
responsible for up to ninety percent of fires in the RFE.51 Furthermore, up to
ninety-three percent of fires in Khabarovsk Krai in 1998 burned in a ten-
kilometer zone around towns and in three kilometer strips along the most
used roads.52 "Maybe it's your birthday and someone starts a fire in your
honor in the woods, which quickly gets out of control," comments U.S. fire
prevention specialist Andy Parker on what he observed in the RFE.
"Hunters ... torch the woods so they can better see the animals-later-that
they want to shoot."54 Establishing effective fire prevention is thus crucial
to mitigating human-caused fires in the RFE. Russia must mandate a
coordinated, cooperative inter-governmental approach to fire management
that includes providing pervasive fire prevention education, reintroducing
ecologically beneficial prescribed fires to the forest, and increasing criminal
penalties for intentionally or negligently set fires. Coupled with other
48 Brian J. Stocks et aL, Climate Change and Forest Fire Activity in North American Boreal Forests,
in FIRE, CLIMATE CHANGE, AND CARBON CYCLING IN THE BOREAL FOREST, supra note 7, at 374.
49 Keay Davidson, Cold Northern Forests Face Burning Threat; Global Warming Blamed for Huge
Fires, S.F. CHRON, Dec. 18, 2000, at A3.
50 Daniel Glick, The Big Thaw, NAT'L GEOGRAPHIC, Sept. 2004, LEXIS, Nexis Library, News
Group File.
WINROCK INT'L ET AL., FOREST RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGIES (FOREST) PROJECT, YEAR
THREE ANNUAL REPORT 4 (2003) (on file with author) [hereinafter YEAR THREE ANNUAL REPORT]; see
also Dmitri F. Efremov & Mikhail A. Sheshukov, Ecological and Economic Evaluation of the
Consequences of Catastrophic Fires in the Russian Far East: The Khabarovsk Territory Example of 1998,
INT'L FOREST FIRE NEWS, Apr. 2000, at 59, available at http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/iffnlcountry/rus/
rus_23.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
52 Efremov & Sheshukov, supra note 51, at 59.
53 Mark Shaffer, Russians Study U.S. Firefighting, ARIZ. REPUBLIC, Oct. 8, 2000, at 6B.
54 id.
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preventative measures, more severe criminal penalties could help deter
human-caused fires in the RFE.
C. Wildfires Destroy the Valuable Boreal Forests of the RFE and Have
Serious Global Consequences
Sixty years of fire suppression, the post-Soviet liquidation of
firefighting agency personnel, and global warming have created a tragic
trifecta of conditions, which-with the addition of a carelessly discarded
cigarette or match-have spawned widespread fires of unprecedented size
and fury that are incinerating the RFE's forests. 55 Statistics show a dramatic
increase in the amount of forest burned on Russian federal forestland from
1950 to the 1990s. 56 Wildfires in Siberia and the RFE burned about twenty
million hectares of forest in 2003 alone57-an area more than twenty times
58the size of Yellowstone National Park. Between 1994 and 2004, there was
an average of 34,000 fires per year in Russia, which destroyed two million
hectares of forested land.59  These fires often rage unabated until
extinguished by heavy rainfall.60
These massive fires have damaged far more than timber. Fires have
reduced villages to rubble and killed local residents. 61 Forests weakened by
fire have been subsequently infected by tree-killing pests. 62  Severe fires
have caused a dramatic decline in the number of species of wild animals in
the region. 63 Fire-caused deforestation in the RFE is particularly disastrous
due to the slow regeneration rate for the region's forests.64 Smoke from fires
55 See Efremov & Sheshukov, supra note 51, at 61.
56 Shvidenko & Goldammer, supra note 8, at 51-52.
57 DIETERLE & KUSHLIN, supra note 12, at 5.
58 Yellowstone National Park is 898,317 hectares in size. U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, NAT'L PARK
SERV., YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK FACTS, available at http:lwww.nps.gov/yellltechnica~lyellfact.htm
(last visited Apr. 20, 2004).
59 Tatyana Sinitsina, Russia: New Approach to Fighting Forest Fires, RIA NovosI, Sept. 10, 2004,
LEXIS, Nexis Library, News Group File.
60 Tatyana Sinitsina, Forest Fires Devour Millions of Hectares, RIA NOVOST, July 26, 2004, LEXIS,
Nexis Library, News Group File.
61 See Sakhalin Region to Ask P.M. for Help Over Forest Fires, INTERFAX NEWS AGENCY, Sept. 22,
1998, LEXIS, Nexis Library, News Group File (reporting that a forest fire killed one person and "destroyed
136 houses in the village [of Gorki] and left 683 people homeless.").
62 MAX KRO'T ET AL., POUCIES FOR SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY IN BELARUS, RUSSIA, AND UKRAINE 81
(2000).
63 Shvidenko & Goldammer, supra note 8, at 45.
6' M.A. Sofronov et al., Assessment of the Carbon Balance and Forest Dynamics over Large
Territories as Influenced by Forest Fires and Other Disturbances, in ABSTRACTS: THE ROLE OF BOREAL
FORESTS AND FORESTRY IN THE GLOBAL CARBON BUDGET, supra note 9, at 69 (stating that "[p]ost-fire
restoration of forests is slow, from 5 to 40 years, and carbon sink from forest regrowth could be smaller
than the carbon release due to decomposition").
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in the RFE has also polluted the atmosphere, impinging air quality as far
away as Seattle, Washington, on the Pacific Coast of the United States.65
The RFE's fires are a "significant source of greenhouse gases,' 66 and
scientists theorize that forest fire frequency alone could "change the vast
[Russian boreal forestlands] from a carbon sink to [an ozone-depleting]
carbon source. ' '67  Russia must therefore implement more effective fire
prevention programs before the consequences of unchecked wildfires in the
RFE become even more severe.
IH. RussLAN FOREST MANAGEMENT LAWS FAIL TO PROVIDE THE LEGAL
FRAMEwoRK NECESSARY FOR EFFECTIVE FIRE PREVENTION
Russia's fire management policies have focused on eliminating the
fire problem without looking at their largest cause: humans. Yet, given the
reality of global warming and funding shortages for firefighting agencies,
prevention is Russia's only practical choice. Russia should implement a
cooperative, comprehensive fire management program that focuses on wise
suppression of fire and the prevention of human-caused fires. Russia's
federal system of government provides an excellent framework for the
coordinated forest management that is needed to create effective,
cooperative fire management strategies. The federal government can
provide guidance and resources to local agencies tasked with fire prevention,
while coordinating between different local agencies. However, while
Russia's federal framework allows for the existence of coordinated fire
prevention programs, Russian forestry laws fail to mandate a cooperative
approach to fire management.
A. Recentralization in Russia Has Created a Framework for More
Effective Federal Control of Forest Management in the RFE
Forest management agencies have undergone significant
transformation in recent years as a result of Putin' s efforts to recentralize the
government. Putin has worked to rein in local government autonomy and
recentralize Russia's political system since taking office in 2000.68 Putin
attributes the chaotic post-Soviet situation in the Russian Federation to the
65 Siberian Forest Fires Affected Seattle Air Quality, Research Shows, FED. INFO. AND NEWS
DISPATCH: STATE DEP'T., Aug. 18, 2004, LEXIS, Nexis Library, News Group File.
66 Shvidenko & Goldammer, supra note 8, at 45.
67 E.A. Vaganov et al., Fire Scars Provide Annual Resolution of Fire History for Evaluation of
Carbon Emission in Siberian Forests, in ABSTRACTS: THE ROLE OF BOREAL FORESTS AND FORESTRY IN
THE GLOBAL CARBON BUDGET, supra note 9, at 131.
6 Sheingauz & Kakizawa, supra note 17, at 193-94.
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"weakness of authority of the president and corruption in the administrative
system." 69  His centralization agenda has reverberated in the Russian
Federation's forest management agencies. In a much-criticized 2000
Decree, Putin abolished the 200-year-old Federal Forest Service 70 and the
State Committee of Environmental Protection.7' Forest management
72responsibilities were handed over to the Ministry of Natural Resources.
The Ministry of Natural Resources subsequently organized seven regional
branches, "with the intention of developing more federal commitment to
local forest... management. 73 Agency fire management responsibilities in
Russia are governed by these recent changes.
B. Russian Forest Management Legislation Fails to Take Advantage of
the Russian Constitution's Cooperative Natural Resource
Management Framework
The Russian Constitution ("Constitution") provides for joint federal
and regional jurisdiction over natural resource management and
environmental protection measures.74 Russian forestry laws, in turn, assign
extensive forest management duties to either the federal or regional levels of
government. These laws, which assign administrative jurisdiction over the
various pieces of the fire management puzzle to distinct, separate levels of
government, do not provide a firm mandate for fire management agencies at
all levels of government to coordinate prevention and suppression programs.
69 Id. at 193.
70 See Rory Cox, Putin Sets Back Ecological Clock, PACIFIC ENV'TS NEWSLETTER 2 (2000),
available at http://www.pacificenviromnent.org/articles/putin.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005) (noting
efforts to dismantle Russian environmental regulatory agencies).
71 Sheingauz & Kakizawa, supra note 17, at 194.
72 Id. The Ministry of Natural Resources was created to control mineral resources and maintains an
institutional pro-resource-development bias. Id. Environmentalists have criticized the Russian
government's decision to put the Ministry of Natural Resources in charge of forest management. See Cox,
supra note 70 (analogizing Putin's actions as "roughly equivalent [to] folding the U.S. EPA and Forest
Service into the Department of Commerce, or as some Russian critics have put it, putting an alcoholic in
charge of a vodka shop").
73 Sheingauz & Kakizawa, supra note 17, at 194. The Far Eastern branch, located in Khabarovsk,
controls the entire RFE region. Id.
74 KONSTIrUSIIA RF [KONST. RF] [Constitution] art. 72, §l(c), (e) (2004).
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1. The Russian Constitution Provides Guidelines for Successful,
Intergovernmental Forest Fire Management Jurisdiction
The Constitution mandates that the federal and regional
governments 75 share responsibilities over natural resource management and
environmental protection.76 The Constitution gives the federal government
overall jurisdiction to manage state property, which includes the Forest
Fund.78 Under the Constitution, the federal and regional governments share
joint jurisdiction to regulate protection of the environment, 79 carry out
measures against catastrophes and natural calamities, 80 and promulgate both
forest and environmental legislation.81 Where federal and regional
governments share jurisdiction, federal law is supreme. 82 The Constitution
creates a framework for cooperative fire management, which could foster
innovative regional solutions to local resource management problems, while
allowing for federal assistance in funding and implementing solutions.
2. The Russian Federation Forest Code of 1997 Fails to Mandate
Cooperative Fire Management
The Russian Federation Forest Code of 199783 ("Forest Code")
divides responsibilities for forest management between federal and local
agencies. The Forest Code promulgates forest management rules for all
Russian federal Forest Fund land and preempts contradicting regional
forestry laws. 84 In addition, the Forest Code defines jurisdiction over fire
management duties,85 giving the State Forest Guard, an arm of the federal
7s The Russian Federation consists of eighty-nine constituent units. KONST. RF art. 65, § 1. These
units are typically referred to as "subjects of the Federation" [hereinafter regions]. Marat Salikov, The
Russian Federal System: Sub-National and Local Levels (2004), available at http://www.camaw.
rutgers.edu/statecon/subpapers/salikov.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
76 KONST. RF art. 72, § 1(c), (e).
" Id. at art. 71(e).
78 The Forest Fund is owned by the Russian federal government, which manages Forest Fund land
for timber production and other purposes. The Russian Forest Fund: A Brief Overview, INT'L FOREST FIRE
NEws, Jan. 1996, at 2. available at http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/iffnlcountry/rus/rus-I 8.htm (last visited
Apr. 20, 2005).
79 KONST. RF art. 72, § 1 (e).
'5 Id. at art. 72, §I(h).
S Id. at art. 72, § lj).
82 Id. at art. 76, §2.
83 Lesnoi Kodeks Rossiskoi Federatsii [Russian Federation Forest Code], Sobr. Zakonod. RF, 1997,
No. 22-FZ [hereinafter Forest Code]. English translation available at LEXIS, Nexis Library, RUSLEG
File. The Forest Code of 1997 superceded the Osnovy Lesnogo Zakonodatelstva Rossiskoi Federatsii
[Russian Federation Fundamentals of Forestry Act], Sobr. Zakonod. RF, 1993, Act No. 4613-I, which was
Russia's first post-Soviet forest management code.
84 RF Forest Code, art. 1.
85 Id. at arts. 47, 53.
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Ministry of Natural Resources, responsibility for fire management on Forest
Fund lands,8 6 which include ninety-one percent (1.18 billion hectares) of
total Russian forestland8 7
The Forest Code is deficient with respect to fire prevention programs.
Despite Putin's recentralization efforts, fire management responsibilities are
awkwardly divided between different levels of government. While
assigning firefighting duties to federal agencies, the Forest Code mandates
that regional governments create and administer their own internal fire
88prevention programs. The Forest Code charges regional governments with
the power to organize "the upbringing, education and enlightenment of the
population in the use, conservation, protection and reproduction of
forests., 89 The Forest Code further mandates that regions "shall... arrange
the conduct of anti-fire propaganda, regular publication in the mass media of
items on the need to safeguard forests and to abide by the rules of fire safety
in the forests."90 While commendable in mandating at least some form of
fire prevention education, the Forest Code fails to take the necessary next
step of laying the framework for intergovernmental cooperation in
implementing or funding prevention programs. A soon-to-be enacted
updated version of the Forest Code, discussed in the following section, also
fails to take this step.
3. The Draft Russian Forest Code of 2004 Prolongs the Status Quo and
Fails to Provide a Cooperative Fire Management Framework
The Draft Russian Federation Forest Code of 2004 ("Draft Forest
Code"), is Russia's third attempt at crafting a comprehensive forestry
management scheme. 91 However, fire management regulations in the Draft
'6 The Russian State Forest Guard oversees the Forest Fund, which is divided into aerial and ground
protection units. Shvidenko & Goldammer, supra note 8, at 53. The State Forest Guard's aerial
firefighting agency, Avialesookhrana, provides fire detection and suppression resources on Forest Fund
lands. Id. Avialesookhrana patrols provide protection for 690 million hectares (about 63 percent) of Forest
Fund land. Id. Ground forces are responsible for fire protection on the remainder of Forest Fund lands. Id.
Avialesookhrana staffs 24 regional airbases and a fleet of 102 aircraft. Eduard P. Davidenko & Andrey
Eritsov, The Fire Season 2002 in Russia: Report of the Aerial Forest Fire Service Avialesookhrana, INT'L
FOREST FIRE NEWS, Jan.-June 2003, at 15, available at http:/www.fire.uni-freiburg.deliffnliffn_28/Russia-
2.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005). The agency employed more than 3800 firefighters in 2002. Id. For a
fascinating look into the everyday working lives of Russian forest firefighters, see Glenn Hodges, Russian
Smokejumpers: With More Moxie than Money, the World's First and Largest Aerial Firefighting Force
Snuffs Wildfires Across 11 Time Zones, NAT'L GEOGRAPHIC, Aug. 2002, at 82.
87 The Russian Forest Fund: A Brief Overview, supra note 78, at 2.
88 RF Forest Code, art. 100.
'9 Id. art. 47.
90 Id. art. 100.
9' Lesnoi Kodeks Rossiskoi Federatsii [Russian Federation Forest Code] (Draft) (2004) [hereinafter
Draft Forest Code]. English translation provided courtesy of the World Bank is available at
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Forest Code are essentially unchanged from the 1997 Forest Code. 9 2 The
Draft Forest Code assigns the State Forest Guard93 "oversight with respect to
forest condition, use, protection and renewal" of Forest Fund lands,94
including firefighting duties.95  Although the State Forest Guard has
responsibility for firefighting duties, the Draft Forest Code-like the 1997
Code-mandates that regional governments arrange fire prevention
programs. 96  The Draft Forest Code leaves the impression that fire
prevention and fire suppression are independent of one another. Fire,
however, knows no jurisdictional boundaries. Fire management is a
comprehensive endeavor that demands the cooperative engagement of
federal, regional, and local governments and agencies. Concepts like
cooperative federalism 97-familiar to U.S. land management agencies-
were unnecessary in the ultra-centralized Soviet Union, however, and Russia
has had only slightly longer than a decade to implement coordinated federal
programs into law. The United States, on the other hand, has already
benefited from almost a century of cooperative fire management policies.
98
These policies provide a model for implementing coordinated fire
management programs in Russia.
IV. FIRE MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES PROVIDES A MODEL FOR
COOPERATIVE FIRE PREVENTION IN THE RFE
The forest fire environment and fire management strategies in the
United States and Russia share many parallels. Unlike Russia, however,
laws in the United States have provided for cooperative fire control at all
levels of government for nearly a century. 99 As with Soviet fire suppression
in the RFE, most of these early cooperative efforts focused on heavy-handed
http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.detmedia/2004/Russia-Forest-Code-13-March-2004.doc (last visited Apr. 20,
2005). Approved by the Russian government in March 2004, the Draft Forest Code has been submitted to
the Russian State Duma. See GREENPEACE, LEGISLATIVE RESHUFFLE IN THE FOREST CODE (Dec. 27,
2004), available at http://www.greenpeace.org/news/detais?item id=696958 (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
92 Draft Forest Code, arts. 82-87, 94-97 (spelling out specific agency fire management duties).
93 The State Forest Guard manages firefighting duties in Russia and employs firefighting crews. See
Shvidenko & Goldammer, supra note 8, at 53.
94 Draft Forest Code, art. 94, §2.9' Id. art. 87, § 1.
96 Id. art. 87, § 4.
97 Cooperative federalism draws upon "local knowledge and experience to advance the legislative
purposes identified for federal lands" in an effort "to improve resource management by reaching out to the
people directly affected by federal land management activities." Robert D. Comer, Constitutional Conflicts
on Public Lands: Cooperative Conservation: The Federalism Underpinnings to Public Involvement in the
Management of Public Lands, 75 U. COLO. L. REv. 1133, 1153 (2004).
See infra Part IV.
99 For a thorough analysis of "cooperative federalism" in U.S. federal public land management, see
generally Comer, supra note 97.
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fire suppression programs.' 00 In response to the recognition of the natural
role of fire in forest ecosystems, coupled with an acknowledgment that
complete exclusion of fire from the forest simply has not worked, fire
management laws and policies in the United States have undergone a
significant transformation in recent years.101 Severe fire seasons in recent
years have provided the impetus behind the creation of new programs like
the National Fire Plan ("NFP"), which coordinates federal, state, and local
fire prevention efforts. 102 In order to better cope with the severe threat that
human-caused fires pose to the RFE, Russia should replace its
jurisdictionally fragmented fire management responsibilities with a
cooperative approach akin to the NFP.
A. Historic U.S. Public Lands Management Laws Provided a Framework
for Cooperative Fire Management, But Prevention and Suppression
Programs Failed to Recognize the Ecological Necessity of Fire in
Some Landscapes
Like the Russian Constitution, the U.S. Constitution provides the
framework for shared federal and state decision-making power over a wide
range of issues, including natural resource management. 03 Unlike Russia,
however, the United States has benefited from nearly a century of a
cooperative, inter-governmental approach to fire prevention and suppression.
Congress has consistently worked to facilitate a cooperative approach to fire
management starting with the passage of the Weeks Act in 1911, which
authorized the Forest Service to cooperate with state governments to
10 See STEPHEN J. PYNE, FIRE IN AMERICA 282 (1997) [hereinafter PYNE, FIRE IN AMERICA]. The
catastrophic 1910 fires in the northern Rocky Mountains provided the catalyst for this policy and shaped
the Forest Service into a fire suppression agency. Id. at 239, 260, 426.
101 DAVID CARLE, BURNING QUESTIONS: AMERICA'S FIGHT WITH NATURE'S FIRE 180-83 (2002).
102 The National Fire Plan consists of a variety of agency policy documents promulgated in response
to Presidential and Congressional directives. The basic framework for the NFP is laid out in U.S. DEP'TS
OF AGRICULTURE & INTERIOR, MANAGING THE IMPACT OF WILDFIRE ON COMMUNITIES AND THE ENV'T: A
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT IN RESPONSE TO THE WILDFIRES OF 2000 (2000), available at
http://www.fireplan.gov/reports/8-20-en.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005) [hereinafter MANAGING THE
IMPACT OF WILDFIRE ON COMMUNITIES AND THE ENV'T]. Congress appropriated funding for the NFP in
the FY 2001 Dept. of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, Pub. L. No. 106-291, 114 Stat.
922, 923 (2001). Further NFP policy and implementation guidelines are included in U.S. FOREST SERV.,
PROTECTING PEOPLE AND SUSTAINING RESOURCES IN FIRE-ADAPTED ECOSYSTEMS: A COHESIVE STRATEGY
(2000), (on file with author), a report prepared in response to a request from Congress for more specific fire
management policy planning on the part of the Forest Service. See U.S. GEN. ACCT. OFFICE, WESTERN
NATIONAL FORESTS, GAO Report RCED-99-65 (Apr. 2, 1999) (instructing the "Forest Service to develop a
cohesive strategy for reducing and maintaining accumulated fuels on national forests of the interior West at
acceptable levels").
103 See Comer, supra note 97, at 1136-40 (analyzing relevant case law in the arena of public lands
management delegation).
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organize and maintain fire protection systems for state lands. 104 The Clarke-
McNary Act of 1924 extended the Weeks Act to include provisions for
allocating federal money to help states finance their forest protection
programs.'0 5  The Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act of 1978 further
expanded the cooperative principles embodied in the Clarke-McNary Act
and, for the first time, endorsed the use of prescribed fires to prevent forest
fires. 1° 6 The 1995 Federal Fire Policy further recognized that wildland fire
is "a critical natural process [and] must be reintroduced into the ecosystem"
and stressed the importance of cooperative, inter-governmental fire
management. 10 7 Finally, in 2002, Congress endorsed the NFP, which
expanded the ability of federal and local agencies, working alongside local
communities, to prevent forest fires in fire-prone communities through
reduction of hazardous fuels.108  This shifting emphasis-from one of
complete fire suppression to one of prescribed burning and fuels thinning-
has ironically been necessitated by the success of programs like the Smokey
Bear campaign.
The "Smokey Bear" campaign undoubtedly remains the best-known
cooperative fire prevention program. The Smokey Bear program was
created under the purview of the Cooperative Forest Fire Prevention
Campaign in 19441°9 in order to augment wildfire prevention efforts." 0 The
Smokey Bear campaign has been implemented largely by mass-media
education campaigns expounding the message "Only You Can Prevent
Forest Fires, ' '  "personal" appearances featuring an actor wearing a
104 Weeks Act of Mar. 1, 1911, 36 Stat. 691 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 480, 500, 515-519,
521, 552 & 563 (2004)).
15 Clarke-McNary Act of June 7, 1924, 43 Stat. 653-654 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 564-
567) (repealed 1978).
106 Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-313, 92 Stat. 365 (codified as
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 2101 to 2114 (2004)). The Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act superceded the
Clarke-McNary Act as the legal framework for cooperative federal/state forest and fire management. 16
U.S.C. § 2111 (2004).
"7 U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE & U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, FEDERAL WILDLAND FIRE
MANAGEMENT POLICY AND PROGRAM REVIEW 6 (1995), available at http://www.fs.fed.us/land/wdfirex.
htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2004).
"' See infra Part IV.B.2. Fire scientists and managers define "fuel" as "the vegetative material that
bums in a wildland fire." PYNE, WILDLAND FiRE, supra note 2, at 92. "Hazardous fuels reduction"
describes the process of physically removing overloaded fuels from forested areas in order to "remove
enough fuel so that when a wildfire bums, it is less severe and can be more easily suppressed." U.S. NAT'L
PARK SERV., Public and Media Understanding Fire: Hazardous Fuels Reduction, available at
http://www.nps.gov/fire/public/pub_und_hazardousfuel.html (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
109 PYNE, FIRE IN AMERICA, supra note 100, at 176.
11o GRANT W. SHARPE ET AL., INTRODUCTION TO FOREST AND RENEWABLE RESOURCES 196 (1995).
Smokey Bear is recognized by federal law as the official symbol of the United States' wildfire prevention
campain. 18 U.S.C. § 711 (2004).
SHARPE, supra note 110, at 196.
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Smokey Bear suit, and via posters and signs placed on public lands1
Although human activities are still responsible for nearly ninety percent of
total wildland fires in the United States,1 13 the Smokey Bear campaign has
been credited for playing a major role in reducing wildfires from thirty
million acres per year in the 1930s to three million acres by 1990.114 One
unfortunate by-product of the Smokey Bear campaign, however, is that it
merely reinforced the popular notion that wildland fire is an enemy to be
controlled and eliminated at all costs.' 15
Ironically, the United States is now-like Russia-dealing with the
consequences of completely excluding fire from the natural landscape
through aggressive suppression. Fuel buildup from the lack of smaller,
beneficial fires has led to a recent string of large, catastrophic wildfires in
the American West. n 6 U.S. fire management policies which have called for
the total exclusion of fire from the forest have ignored the ecological
benefits of low-intensity forest fires. In response to these lessons learned,
fire experts now view fire as a natural and necessary component of forest
health. Nonetheless, "successful fire management programs will always
seek elimination of unauthorized and unexpected fires."'1 7 The challenge
for policy makers has been to incorporate these two seemingly contradictory
themes into an effective, comprehensive fire management program.
B. New Cooperative U.S. Fire Management Policies Incorporate a
Holistic Philosophy, Which Balances the Benefits and Dangers of
Wildland Fires
U.S. fire prevention policies are currently being restructured to
embrace a more holistic concept of wildland fire, as well as to continue
efforts to reduce unwanted, human-caused wildfires. Fire prevention
education has shifted from a narrow "exclusion" message to one that stresses
112 ELLEN E. MORRISON, GUARDIAN OF THE FOREST: A HISTORY OF THE SMOKEY BEAR PROGRAM 81-
87, 108-115 (1989).
113 U.S. FIRE ADMIN., WILDLAND FIRES: A HISTORICAL PERSPECIVE 9 (2001), available at
http://www.usfa.fema.gov/downloads/pdf/tfrs/v 1i3-508.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2004).
114 SHARPE, supra note 110, at 196.
115 See Federal Wildland Fire Management Policy and Program Review, 60 Fed. Reg. 32,485, 32,493
(June 22, 1995) (noting that a "major obstacle" preventing the reintroduction of fire to forests is that "[flor
many, fire remains a fearsome, destructive force that can and should be controlled at all costs. Smokey
Bear's simple, time-honored 'only you' fire prevention message has been so successful that any complex
talk about the healthy, natural role of fire gets lost, ignored or denied by broad internal and external
audiences").
16 See MANAGING THE IMPACT OF WILDFIRE ON COMMUNITtES AND THE ENV'T, supra note 102, at 6-
10. 117 SHARPE, supra note 110, at 196.
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that: (1) fire is an essential ecological process; (2) society's influence has
altered historic fire cycles, leading to a dangerous build-up of vegetation in
forests; (3) land management agencies are committed to a balanced fire
management program that reduces risks and realizes benefits of fire; (4)
improving the situation requires inter-governmental, local, and private
cooperation; and (5) public education is necessary to the success of fire
management programs. 1 8 This holistic view of fire's role in the ecosystem,
combined with a commitment to coordinating federal and local fire
management efforts, should be incorporated into Russia's own fire
prevention strategy for the RFE.
1. The Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act Lays the Foundation for
Effective Fire Management in the United States
The U.S. first united cooperative federalism and more holistic fire
management strategies in the 1978 Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act.
1 19
The Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act encourages federal and state
officials, NGOs, and the private sector to cooperate in implementing federal
forest management programs affecting non-federal forest lands.1 20  The
Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act mandated the creation of the
Community and Private Land Fire Assistance Program and authorized the
Forest Service to cooperate with state officials in the implementation of
hazardous fuels mitigation projects, wildfire planning, and community
protection plans on non-federal lands. In addition, the National Wildfire
Coordinating Group, composed of federal agency and state fire protection
officials, 22 provides a forum for the exchange of ideas and concerns
pertaining to wildland fire management. 123  The cooperative fire
management structure embodied in the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act
created the framework for modern fire management 24  The recently
authorized NFP uses this framework to develop the most cooperative fire
prevention and management policy in U.S. history and serves as a model for
cooperative fire prevention in the RFE.
"8 WILDLAND FIRE EDUCATION TEAM, NATIONAL WILDFIRE COORDINATING GROUP, INTERAGENCY
WILDLAND FIRE KEY MESSAGES 2-4 (2004), available at http://www.firepreventionteams.us/documents/
administrationlWildland-Fire-Key-Messages.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
19 Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-313, 92 Stat. 365 (codified as
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 2101 to 2114 (2004)).
,0 16 U.S.C. § 2101(c) (2004).
121 16 U.S.C. § 2106c(b)(2), (3) (2004).
122 PYNE, FIRE IN AMERICA, supra note 100, at 343.
'2' Id. at 262, 389.
124 16 U.S.C. §2101(c) (authorizing cooperative inter-governmental fire management programs);16
U.S.C. §2106(b)(2) (authorizing, for the first time, use of prescribed fire on public lands).
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2. The U.S. NFP Is a Working Example of "Cooperative Federalism"
and Could Provide a Workable Model for Wildfire Prevention in the
RFE
After fires burned millions of acres across the American West during
the severe 2000 wildfire season, President Bill Clinton directed the
Secretaries of Agriculture and the Interior Department to prepare a report
recommending how best to respond to severe fires, reduce the impacts of
wildfires on rural communities, and ensure sufficient firefighting resources
for the future. 125 This report became known as the NFP,126 a cooperative,
intergovernmental fire management program aimed at preventing
wildfires. 127 The NFP prioritizes federal and local community cooperation
to reduce fire danger, in part through fuel reduction projects and prescribed
burning.128  It expands community participation in fire management and
improves local fire protection capabilities through financial and technical
assistance to state, local, and volunteer firefighting efforts. 129 The Wildland
Fire Leadership Council, an oversight committee composed of federal, state,
tribal, and county officials, coordinates and implements the NFP. 3 °
Reducing fire danger in the wildland/urban interface is a major goal of
the NFP. 131 Federal land management agencies are implementing
community-assistance programs that focus on "building state and
community capacity to develop and implement citizen-driven solutions that
125 65 Fed. Reg. 67480 (Nov. 9, 2000). The Secretaries subsequently prepared the report, MANAGING
THE IMPACT OF WILDFIRE ON COMMUNITIES AND THE ENV'T, supra note 102.
126 See 50 C.F.R. § 402.30 (2005).
127 Congress endorsed the NFP in 2002 as the most effective means of implementing cooperative fire
management duties. Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-171, 116 Stat. 134,
§8003(a)(4) (2002) (codified at 16 U.S.C. §2106c (2004)).
128 NAT'L FIRE PLAN, HAZARDOUS FUELS REDUCTION AND RESTORATION REPORT (2004), available
at http://www.fireplan.gov/reports/2003/2003fuels.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005) [hereinafter HAZARDOUS
FUELS REPORT]. Unfortunately, the Bush Administration appears intent on using the legitimate need to
remove hazardous fuels near fire-prone communities as a carte blanche rationale for implementing
questionable policies such as the Healthy Forests Initiative. The Healthy Forests Initiative seeks to
eliminate the environmental impact assessments normally required for federal agency actions under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-190, § 102, 83 Stat. 852, 853 (1970), on many
timber thinning projects which bear, at best, a tenuous relation to proclaimed fire management goals. See
generally Jesse B. Davis, Comment, The Healthy Forests Initiative: Unhealthy Policy Choices in Forest
and Fire Management, 34 ENvTL. L. 1209 (2004).
129 MANAGING THE IMPACT OF WILDFIRE ON COMMUNITIES AND THE ENV'T, supra note 102, at 3-4.
130 NAT'L FIRE PLAN, WILDLAND FIRE LEADERSHIP COUNCIL (2002), available at
http:/lwww.fireplan.govlleadership/documents/WFLCAccomplishments.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
13' The wildland/urban interface is an area where communities meet or intermix with a wildland fuel,
such as an overgrown forest. See, e.g., 66 Fed. Reg. 751, 752-755 (Jan. 4, 2001) (defining the criteria used
to classify wildland/urban interface areas).
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will lessen local vulnerability to risks associated with wildland fires."'32 For
example, federal and state agencies in Oregon, using NFP funds, are
working with local fire departments and community officials to complete
preventative hazardous fuels reduction projects. 133 In California, a state-led
process identified more than seven hundred communities as high risk for
extreme fires. Local crews are now working to reduce hazardous fuels on
adjacent federal forest lands and NFP funds are partially funding the
project. 134
If adequately funded and implemented in an ecologically sensitive
manner, cooperative fire management programs like the NFP have the
potential to provide local governments and communities with the tools
necessary to better prevent forest fires. Programs created under cooperative
fire management policies like the Cooperative Forestry Assistance Act and
the NFP have resulted in measurable success reducing the risk of severe
fires.' 35 As of 2001, the Forest Service had released $118 million of NFP
grants for community fire-assistance programs.' 36 These NFP grants have
funded numerous projects, including state fire readiness plans, community
fire prevention education programs, and hazardous fuels elimination.
137
Russia would be better equipped to prevent wildfires in the RFE if it
implemented a similar fire management framework. This approach should
be mandated in the Draft Forest Code.
Like the RFE, the American West has experienced catastrophic
wildfire seasons in recent years, in large part due to historically misguided
fire suppression policies. 138 Unlike the Russian government, however, the
U.S. government has responded to the crisis through legally-mandated fire
management programs that emphasize cooperative solutions to reducing the
fire danger at the community level. The common thread running between
the two countries is the need for cooperative fire management programs
132 NAT'L FIRE PLAN, 2003 CMTY. ASSISTANCE REPORT (2003), available at
www.fireplan.gov/reports/2003/2003community.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
133 Keith Chu, Rural Communities Develop Fire Plans, BEND BULLETIN, Oct. 25, 2004, available at
http://www.bendbulletin.comlnewslstory.cfm?storyno=14704 (last visited Apr. 20, 2005). See also Mark
Matthews, 2000's Wildfires Spark Preventative Approach; Plan Helps Western Communities Clear
Underbrush and Cut Risk but Some Say Money is Targeted at Wrong Areas, WASH. POST, Dec. 28, 2001,
at A21 (describing a similar cooperative fire prevention project in western Montana).
13' NAT'L FIRE PLAN, CMTY. ASSISTANCE IN CALIFORNIA (2002), available at http://www.fireplan.
gov/reports/129-136-en.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).3 During Fiscal Year 2003, federal land management agencies treated 2.7 million acres of hazardous
fuels on federal and adjacent lands. HAZARDOUS FUELS REPORT, supra note 128.
136 News Release, U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, USDA Releases $118 Million for Community Fire
Assistance Programs (Mar. 1, 2001) (on file with author).
137 Id.
138 See Davis, supra note 128, at 1210-11.
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between the federal and local levels. The United States has created a
workable framework for coordinated fire management through programs
like the NFP, which integrates federal agencies, state governments, and
communities into the fire management process. Applying a similar
framework in Russian forestry laws would help fire protection agencies and
local citizens establish effective fire prevention programs in the RFE.
Implementing a cooperative fire management framework would also move
Russia towards compliance with international forestry guidelines, as
discussed in the following section.
V. RUSSIA SHOULD INCORPORATE THE UNITED NATIONS' FORUM ON
FORESTS' COOPERATIVE FORESTRY GUIDELINES INTO RUSSIAN LAW
Implementing a cooperative fire prevention program into Russian law
would help mitigate human-caused fires in the RFE. It would also move
Russia one step closer to complying with internationally accepted principles
of forestry, which encourage a coordinated federal and local approach to
forest management. In addition to the lessons learned by the United States
in its efforts to reform fire management in the American West, Russia can
draw on international guidance, including the cooperative forest
management guidelines set forth in the United Nations Forum on Forests'
Proposals for Action.
A. United Nations Forestry Guidelines Encourage Cooperative Forest
Management
Cooperative forest management is one of the key tenets of
internationally-accepted forest management goals. The United Nations
Forum on Forests 139 Intergovernmental Panel on Forests ("IPF") and the
Intergovernmental Forum on Forests ("IFF") establish international forest
policy guidelines. 140 The IPF/IFF process has produced approximately 270
Proposals for Action, which provide governments and international
organizational entities guidance on how to further develop national and
139 The United Nations Forum on Forests was created as a result of the Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development. U.N. FORUM ON FOREsTs, ABOUT UNFF (2005), at http://www.un.org/esa/
forests/about.html (last visited Apr. 20, 2005). Russia was a signatory to the Statement of Principles for the
Sustainable Management of Forests, which declared that "measures should be taken to protect forests
against harmful effects of pollution, including air-bome pollution, fires, pests and diseases, in order to
maintain their full multiple value." Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development, U.N. GAOR, vol. 3, Annex 3, art. 2(B), U.N. Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (1992), available at
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/confl 5 l/aconfl5126-3annex3.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
140 U.N. FORUM ON FORESTS, ABOUT UNFF IPF/IFF PROCESS (1995-2000) (2004), at http://www.un.
org/esa/forests/ipf-iff.html (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
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international policies on sustainable forest management. 14 1 Fundamentally,
the IPF/IFF process encourages the implementation of cooperative forest
management programs. For instance, the Proposals for Action encourage
countries to involve "indigenous people, forest dwellers, forest owners, and
local communities in meaningful decision-making regarding the
management of state forest lands in their proximity within the context of
national laws and legislation."' 142  United Nations forestry experts
specifically stress that local cooperation is necessary to prevent forest fires,
stating that "[fire] prevention and control have to involve people at the local
level... [1]ocal communities actively participate in forest fire prevention
when they have a stake in forest management and benefit from the
forests."'143  Russia must involve local communities in the RFE in the
formulation and implementation of fire prevention efforts if such efforts are
to succeed.
B. Although Russian Law Provides for Compliance with International
Policies, Current Russian Forestry Laws Fail to Adopt These
Guidelines
Russia has pledged to implement the IPF Proposals for Action.1nn
Additionally, the Russian Constitution provides that international
agreements will be a component of its legal system. 45 Russian forestry
legislation further mandates that generally accepted principles of forest
management in international law will be incorporated into law.14 6  In an
effort to comply with the IPF Proposals for Action, Russia implemented the
Federal "Forest Fire Control Program,"'147 which "includes a system of
measures to improve fire prevention awareness, to enhance fire resistance of
forest stands ... and to introduce institutional and technical
141 Id.
142 U.N. FORUM ON FORESTS, INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON FORESTS, PROPOSALS FOR ACTION
(1995-1997), art. 17(0, available at http://www.un.org/esa/forests/pdf/ipf-iff-proposalsforaction.pdf (last
visited Apr. 20, 2005).
143 FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORG. OF THE UNITED NATIONS, INVOLVING LOCAL COMMUNITIES TO
PREVENT AND CONTROL FOREST FIRES (July 26, 2004), at http://www.fao.orglnewsroomlen/news/
2 0 04 /
48709/ (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
144 DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FOR TECHNISCHE ZUSAMMENARBEIT, INTERNATIONAL NGO/IPO
FOREST POLICY IMPLEMENTATION MONITORING PROJECT: COUNTRY REPORT 1 (1999) (on file with author).
145 KONST. RF art. 15, §4.
146 RF Forest Code, art. 3; Draft Forest Code, art. 4.
147 Russia Unveils 23.5-BLN Ruble Forest Fire Prevention Program, INTERFAX NEWS AGENCY, Feb.
4, 1999, LEXIS, Nexis Library, News Group File.
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arrangements." 148  Officials at a Russian forestry conference have also
identified the importance of increasing fire prevention and prescribed
burning operations to improve forest health.
149
Russian forestry officials clearly recognize the importance of
proactive fire prevention, but thus far, Russian forestry laws-including the
Draft Forest Code-fail to create specific programs or even define the role
that local governments and communities would play in coordinated forest
fire management. Further reform is necessary to implement a cooperative
program, looking to the models of the U.S. NFP and the U.N.'s international
guidelines. While these principles have not yet been adopted in Russia,
there is a pilot program in place that can serve as a model for a new,
cooperative approach to fire management in the RFE.
VI. CASE STUDY: THE FOREST PROJECT PROVIDES A MODEL FOR A
FuTURE RUSSIAN FIRE PREVENTION PROGRAM
The FOREST Project is an NGO working to improve forest health in
the RFE, in part through an aggressive fire prevention program. FOREST
adopts many of the U.S. and U.N. cooperative forestry principles, and its
successful implementation of these principles offers hope for effective fire
prevention in the RFE. FOREST illustrates how international cooperation
can help address threats of large-scale human-caused fires in the RFE.
Russia should implement FOREST's cooperative fire prevention approach
into the Draft Forest Code.
A. FOREST is an International Effort to Counteract Human-Caused
Fires in the RFE
Winrock International 150 implemented the USAID-funded FOREST
Project in 2001.5 Russian and American specialists collaborated to design
148 INTERAGENCY COMMISSION OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, THIRD
NATIONAL COMMUNICATION OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 68-69 (2002), available at http://unfccc.int/
resource/docs/natc/rusnce3.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
149 Nikolay A. Kovalev, Main Goals of Forest Fire Protection in the Russian Federation, INT'L
FOREST FIRE NEWS, Jan-June 2003, at 34, available at http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/iffn/iffn_28/Russia-
5.pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
150 See WINROCK INT'L, RUSSIAN FOREST RESOURCES & TECHNOLOGIES PROJECT FACT SHEET
(2005), at http://www.winrock.org/fact/facts.cfm?BU=9058&CC=5225 (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
1 See generally THE FOREST RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGY (FOREST) PROJECT, at
http://www.forestproject.ru/web2/main/main.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005). The project is currently
operating in four RFE regions: Khabarovsk, Sakhalin, Krasnoyarsk, and Irkutsk. E-mail from Patrick
Perner, Director, FOREST Project, to Jim Wilkson (Oct. 12, 2004, 14:34:23 PST) (on file with author).
The FOREST Project also has a presence in Primorye (Vladivostok) and recently opened a Moscow office
to further project planning coordination with the Russian Ministry of Natural Resources. Id.
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and implement FOREST 152 in the wake of widespread fires in the RFE's
Khabarovsk Krai153 in 1998. The goal of FOREST is to improve the
management of forests in Siberia and the RFE for economic development
and environmental conservation.' 54  Given the decrease in government
emphasis on fire education programs in recent years, 155 fire prevention
education is one of FOREST's primary goals.' 56 FOREST staff is seeking to
institutionalize the fire prevention program at the federal and regional levels
of government in order to replicate the program throughout Russia'57 before
funding expires in July 2005.158
B. FOREST Is Accomplishing Wildfire Prevention Goals in the RFE in
Cooperation with the Federal and Regional Governments
Working with local governments, federal agencies, and other NGOs,
FOREST has made significant progress toward preventing forest fires. Like
the U.S. NFP, FOREST's fire-prevention team depends on federal and local
cooperation to succeed.1 59 As an example of this cooperation, in 2004, the
Khabarovsk Ministry of Natural Resources produced a "Work Plan of Forest
Fire Prevention Actions," which FOREST has implemented. 160  FOREST
has conducted more than twenty-five training sessions and seminars aimed
152 E-mail from Patrick Pemer, supra note 151.
153 Khabarovsk Krai is the center of the RFE's forest products industry. Sheingauz & Kakizawa,
supra note 17, at 188. Fires are a serious problem in Khabarovsk Krai, averaging more than 737 fires per
year from 1988 to 1998. Alexander Sheingauz, Their Causes and Consequence: Forest Fires in Primorskiy
and Khabarovkiy Krais, in IGES FOREST CONSERVATION PROJECT: INTERIM REPORT 1998, at 458,
available at http://www.iges.or.jp/enlfc/phasel/ir98-5-5.PDF (last visited Apr. 20, 2005). In 1998 alone,
2,389,000 hectares of forest burned in the Krai. Efremov & Sheshukov, supra note 51, at 55. It is
estimated that these fires caused 4.5 to 6.0 billion rubles (approx. US $1 billion) in damage to the local
economy. Id. at 61. The fires spawned a dense, near-ground smoke layer, which covered more than 100
million hectares (extending into China and North Korea) and produced climactic effects similar to those
expected in a so-called "nuclear winter." Id. The long-term consequences of severe fire seasons in the
Khabarovsk Krai are expected to include the complete loss of forest character in some areas and loss of
salmon spawning grounds due to reduced forest cover near streams. Id. at 65.
'54 WINROCK INT'L Er AL., FOREST RESOURCES AND TECHNOLOGIES (FOREST) PROJECr: YEAR FOUR
WORKPLAN 2 (July 2003) (on file with author) [hereinafter YEAR FOUR WORKPLAN].
155 KRorr, supra note 62, at 79.
156 YEAR THREE ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 51, at 2. The fire prevention component of the
FOREST Project is being lead by Chemonics International of Washington, D.C. E-mail from Patrick
Pemer, Director, FOREST Project, to Jim Wilkson (Oct. 10, 2004, 22:17:43 PST) (on file with author).
157 YEAR FOUR WORKPLAN, supra note 154, at 6.
15s YEAR THREE ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 51, at 4.
159 YEAR FOUR WORKPLAN, supra note 154, at 4.
160 Memorandum from the Khabarovsk Krai Ministry of Natural Resources, to E. Kuzmichev, Deputy
Director, FOREST Project (May 7, 2004) (on file with author). The Work Plan advocated airing fire
prevention messages on certain television and radio stations, initiating fire prevention/information columns
in specific local newspapers, organizing lessons at local schools, and even developing schedules of
prescribed bums to take place in Khabarovsk Krai. Id.
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at improving the communication outreach of Russian foresters and
developed a "how to" manual on managing public awareness programs for
forest fire prevention for local organizations.' 61 Local schools have
incorporated FOREST's fire education program into their teaching
curriculum.1 62  As a result of FOREST's success, a recent inter-
governmental conference in Moscow addressed forest fire prevention
education needs.'
63
The FOREST Project shows how cooperative fire management and
prevention programs can work in the RFE. FOREST administrators are
attempting to institutionalize the FOREST Project to ensure its continuation
well into the future.164 Codifying a cooperative fire management framework
into the Draft Forest Code would increase the chances that FOREST's fire
prevention programs will continue to operate in the RFE. Implementing the
cooperative tenants of the FOREST Project into Russian law will not only
increase the effectiveness of fire prevention in the RFE, it will assist Russia
in meeting the goals of the IPF Proposals.
VII. EFFECTIVE FIRE PREVENTION COULD TAKE ROOT IN THE RFE IF RUSSIA
IMPLEMENTS AND FUNDS COMPREHENSIVE, COOPERATIVE FIRE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
Forest fires are the largest cause of deforestation in the RFE. 65
Russian law gives the Ministry of Natural Resources authority to promulgate
specific fire suppression policies, 166 but firefighting efforts have been
hampered by serious funding cuts in recent years. t67  Russia needs to
implement less-expensive fire prevention programs rather than focusing on
costly, after-the-fact fire suppression efforts. Prevention efforts should
include not only fire prevention education, but proactive prescribed burning
16' E-mail from Patrick Perner, supra note 151 (containing attachment "Helping Russia Prevent
Forest Fires").
'62 YEAR THREE ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 51, at 2. The program includes planning and
conducting anti-fire festivals with marches and music. See FOREST Project, Introducing Community
Participation Approach to Promoting Forest Fire Prevention, at http://www.forestproject.ru/web2/
mainr.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
163 Agenstvo Lesnogo Khozi'astva, PROGRAMMA provedenia sovmestnogo seminara Proekta
Forest i Federalnogo agenstva lesnogo khozyaistva, Rabota s naseleniem v sisteme MPR Rossii po
predotvrascheni'u i likvidatsii lesnykh pozharov [Federal Agency for Forest Maintenance, Working with
the Population in Russia's 'MPR' System on Preventing and Eliminating Forest Fires: Experience and
Problems, Schedule for the Collective Seminar of the FOREST Project and the Federal Agency for Forest
Maintenance] (Moscow, Nov. 3, 2004) (trans. by Nikolai Lesnikov) (on file with author).
164 YEAR FOUR WORKPLAN, supra note 154, at 5.
165 Sheingauz, supra note 31, at 189.
166 See supra Part III.
167 See supra Part II.B.2.
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and, if appropriate, fuels thinning projects. In line with United Nations'
forest policy recommendations, Russia should enact a legal mandate that
provides for federal funding and assistance for regional and community-
based fire prevention programs. U.S. fire management policies and the
FOREST Project demonstrate how a framework for cooperative fire
prevention could be implemented in Russian forestry laws.
A. Russia Should Take a New Approach to Fire Prevention
Laws outlining specific agency mandates to increase fire prevention
efforts would strengthen Russia's ability to combat forest fires. A
comprehensive fire management law, which mandates the creation of a
cooperative intergovernmental program focusing on forest fire prevention,
should be codified in the new Draft Forest Code. The NFP and the FOREST
Project demonstrate how fire prevention programs can work. Based on these
models, Russia's fire prevention laws should mandate federal/regional
cooperation in the creation and implementation of a fire prevention program
that: (1) includes local community involvement/public education; (2)
stresses a holistic approach that recognizes the ecological benefits of
controlled fire; (3) provides increased federal funding for prevention
program; and, finally (4) stipulates increased criminal penalties for
negligently and intentionally set fires.
1. A "Cooperative Federalism" Approach Should Be at the Heart of Any
Comprehensive Fire Prevention Program in the RFE
Implementing cooperative federalism into Russia's fire management
structure is the foundation for a comprehensive and effective fire prevention
program in the RFE. The current disjointed policy assigns the Russian State
Forest Guard fire suppression duties, while leaving preventative programs to
regional governments.' 68 Like the U.S. NFP, Russia's new fire prevention
laws should stress that the federal and regional governments agree to work
together and support each other in the national effort to reduce loss of life,
property, and natural resources resulting from catastrophic wildfires.
169
Cooperative fire management is working in the United States, where federal
land managers work in conjunction with local governments and communities
168 See supra Part III.B.
69 Memorandum of Understanding for Coordination and Cooperation of Fire Dep't Wildland Fire
Assistance Programs, Jan. 13, 2003, available at http://www.f'replan.gov/reports/13-25-en.pdf (last visited
Apr. 20, 2004). The U.S. Dept. of the Interior, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Fed. Emergency Mgmt. Agency,
and the Nat'l Ass'n of State Foresters were all signatories to the Memorandum of Understanding. Id.
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to implement proactive fire prevention measures such as hazardous fuels
reduction.170  Russian fire management policies, as reflected in the Draft
Forest Code, should likewise be amended to include a "cooperative
federalism" approach that mandates a marshalling of coordinated federal and
local resources aimed at implementing more effective fire prevention in the
RFE.
2. Russian Forest Management Laws Should Include Specific Agency
Guidelines for Implementing Fire Prevention Programs in the RFE
Following the example of the NFP, Russia should establish a
framework for implementing comprehensive fire prevention education,
71
fire danger information/detection, 172 and fire risk reduction programs
(prescribed burning/hazardous fuels reduction). This framework should be
set forth with a firm agency mandate in Chapter 10 of the Draft Forest Code.
Contrary to the vague provisions currently found in the Draft Forest Code,
the guidelines should articulate specific fire prevention mandates. The
guidelines should codify the types of programs currently being implemented
through the FOREST Project, including print and broadcast media fire
prevention campaigns, fire prevention education in local schools, and
establishing prescribed fire projects. Finally, the guidelines should mandate
that the Ministry of Natural Resources and local governments establish and
maintain resource centers throughout the RFE that will work with local
communities and mass media groups to continue fire prevention
awareness. 173 Creating these specific guidelines would effectively replace
Russia's current disjointed and vague fire prevention policies with a
comprehensive and cohesive framework.
3. Russia Should Create an Intergovernmental and Interagency Fire
Management Council to Oversee the Administration of Fire
Prevention Programs
The Draft Forest Code gives the "authorized federal executive agency
for the Forest Fund administration" the authority to develop and implement
170 See supra Part 1V.B.
:71 Currently provided for in RF Draft Forest Code, art. 87, § 4.
72 The Draft Forest Code requires that Avialesookhrana "shall perform" fire detection duties, but
does not mandate local cooperation to achieve this goal. RF Draft Forest Code, art. 86, § 3, 5.
173 YEAR FOUR WORKPLAN, supra note 154, at 7.
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forest management policies. 174 The Draft Forest Code, however, charges
regional governments with the responsibility to create fire prevention
programs. Russia's comprehensive fire prevention law could reconcile
this disparity by mandating the creation of a national interagency and
intergovernmental oversight committee akin to the Wildland Fire Leadership
Council. 176 The Committee would consist of forest management officials
from the Ministry of Natural Resources (including the State Forest Guard)
and relevant regional agencies. The Council would establish agency
directives that comply with the goals of the fire prevention program.
Creating an interagency, intergovernmental council to administer fire
prevention programs would ensure that the implementation and operation
process is truly cooperative and collaborative. Assigning program oversight
duties to the Council would prevent one agency or level of government from
usurping fire management duties.
4. The Draft Forest Code Should Provide for Increased Public
Involvement in Fire Management Programs
While the 1997 Forest Code guarantees the rights of citizens and
public associations by "ensuring the rational use, conservation, protection
and reproduction of forests,"'177 the Draft Forest Code contains no such
explicit mandate. The Draft Forest Code should be amended to guarantee
the rights of citizens and community groups to contribute to forest
management policy, particularly regarding fire prevention management.
Community involvement in fire prevention programs will not only further
Russia's compliance with U.N. forest management policies, but also ensure
the success of cooperative fire prevention programs.
5. The Federal Government Should Increase Funding for Fire
Prevention Programs
The federal government should help fund prevention programs. The
Draft Forest Code mandates that federal funding will pay for federal
programs, whereas regional governments must finance region-run
programs. 78 Including this mandate in the Draft Forest Code precludes
174 RF Draft Forest Code, art. 83. The Ministry of Natural Resources is the "authorized federal
executive agency" for purposes of the Draft Forest Code because the agency has authority over forests and
environmental issues. Sheingauz & Kakizawa, supra note 17, at 194.
171 RF Draft Forest Code, art. 87.
176 See supra Part IV.B.2.
177 RF Forest Code, art. 102.
178 RF Draft Forest Code, art. 83, §§ 3-4.
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federal funding from reaching local programs. Preventing forest fires in the
RFE is unquestionably a national priority in Russia. Given the extraordinary
consequences of extreme fires in the RFE, the Russian government should
prioritize the funding of all fire management programs-whether federal or
local. Only with adequate and consistent funding from the Russian
government will cooperative fire prevention in the RFE become a reality.
6. Russia Should Increase Criminal Penalties for Intentionally or
Negligently Starting or Using Forest Fires
Russia's criminal penalties for negligently and intentionally set forest
fires are inconsistent and not severe enough to deter human-caused fires.
Fire prevention programs must rely on the force of law for their
credibility. 179 The Draft Forest Code provides that "[a] person guilty of a
forest offense and brought to account in criminal or administrative
proceedings shall not be exempt from the obligations to eliminate the forest
offences and compensate [sic] for the damage caused in compliance with the
civil legislation."' 80  The Russian Criminal Code ("Criminal Code"),
however, does not set compensation costs for negligently or intentionally
setting fires.181 Rather, the Criminal Code provides that persons responsible
for negligently set fires "shall be punished" by fines or a maximum prison
sentence of two years.' 82 Arsonists face prison sentences ranging from three
to ten years.183  The Criminal Code should be amended to match the
penalties in the Draft Forest Code. Requiring those responsible for forest
fires to pay fire suppression costs, in addition to damages for the value of
resources lost, would be a much stronger deterrent than the penalties
currently in the Criminal Code.'
84
In addition to paying increased fines for setting destructive forest
fires, individuals who violate fire danger restriction regulations should also
be subject to substantial fines. The Draft Forest Code requires federal
agencies and regional governments to "ban the entry and stay of citizens in
179 PYNE, WILDLAND FIRE, supra note 2, at 393.
180 RF Draft Forest Code, art. 98. Art. 99 further demands that "[c]itizens and legal entities shall be
obligated to fully compensate for the damage caused by them as a result of a forest offence they
committed." Id. art. 99.
181 Ugolovnyi Kodeks RF [UK RF], art. 261, translated in CRIMINAL CODE OF THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION (William E. Butler trans., 3d ed. 1999).
" UK RF, art. 261, § 1.
183 Id. at art. 261, § 2.
184 Under the Criminal Code, fines are to be assessed "in the amount of from two hundred up to five
hundred minimum amounts of payment for labour or in the amount of the earnings or other revenue of the
convicted person for a term of from two up to five months." Id.
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forests ... for the entire period of high fire danger."'' 8 5  Yet, while the
Criminal Code contains provisions for punishing individuals who actually
cause fires, it does not impose any penalties for violating fire restriction
regulations. In the United States, any person who violates fire restrictions
on public lands is subject to fines. 186  In light of the rash of severe fire
seasons across the American West in recent years, Congress is considering
increasing penalties for violating fire restrictions to a minimum fine of
$1000 or maximum imprisonment of one year.187 Russia should amend the
Criminal Code to include similar provisions. Imposing heavy fines on
persons who violate fire restrictions could significantly deter negligent use
of fire during extreme fire danger periods and thereby bolster effective forest
fire prevention in the RFE.
B. Extra-Legal Factors Will Determine the Success or Failure of Any
Cooperative Fire Prevention Policy in the RFE
Unfortunately, legislation cannot conquer all the causes responsible
for the wildfire crisis in the RFE. Extra-legal factors will determine whether
an effective, coordinated fire management policy can succeed in addressing
the threat of fires in the RFE. As FOREST demonstrates, the success of
implementing such a program is likely dependent on international
cooperation. Fortunately, such cooperation is already in place to some
degree. Russia and the United States have already implemented an
exchange program for fire research and fire management personnel, 188 and
this cooperation has contributed to the return of prescribed burning in
Siberian forests. 189 In addition to international logistical support, adequate
funding is essential for a comprehensive fire prevention program in the RFE
to succeed. The lack of funding for Russian firefighting agencies threatens
to kill any cooperative fire prevention program before it advances beyond
'u RF Draft Forest Code, art. 87, § 2.
' 43 U.S.C. § 1733(a) (2004) (charging a maximum $1000 fine/12 month prison sentence for fire
restriction violations on National Forest lands); 16 U.S.C. § 3 (2004) (charging a maximum $500 fine/6
month prison sentence for fire restriction violations on National Park Service lands).
H.R. REP. No. 107-763, pt.l, at § I(a) (2002).
188 See Eduard P. Davidenko & Johann G. Goldammer, Exchange of Fire Research and Fire
Management Personnel with the U.S.A., INT'L FOREST FIRE NEWS, Jan. 1994, at 17, available at
http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/iffnlcountry/rus/rus13.htm (last visited Apr. 20, 2005); U.S. FOREST
SERV., 2002 ACCOMPLISHMENTS-OVERVIEW: STATE AND PRIVATE FORESTRY ALASKA REGION 9 (2003),
available at http://www.fs.fed.us/rIO/spf/publications/spf-2002AccompReport-finalbyUntalaso 090503.
pdf (last visited Apr. 20, 2005).
189 Rich Lasko, Prescribed Fires Return to Siberia's Forests, GLOBAL LEAFLET (Apr. 2002),
available at http://www.fs.fed.us/global/news/oldnewsletters/apr_02/article5 1201.htm (last visited Apr.
20, 2005).
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the planning stage. The United States should thus continue to support
Russia's fire management programs through both logistical and financial
support in order to strengthen Russia's ability to implement a successful fire
prevention program.
Finally, any changes in fire management regulation will be ineffective
until the rule of law is firmly established in the RFE. As long as the RFE
remains Russia's "Wild, Wild East,"' 9 laws like the Draft Forest Code will
be unenforceable. The recentralization of power in Russia, however, could
change this situation. Although recentralization in Russia has been
criticized, 191 improved federal commitment to local forest management
could help prioritize the implementation of a coordinated fire prevention
program outside of the remote confines of the RFE.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Massive widespread wildfires threaten the unique boreal environment
of the RFE, contribute to global warming, and have the potential to turn the
region from a carbon sink into a carbon source. The vast majority of these
fires are preventable, human-caused events. Although the Russian
Constitution provides for joint federal/regional government jurisdiction over
natural resource management and environmental protection, Russia's fire
management policies fail to lay out a comprehensive, coordinated prevention
strategy that could mitigate this crisis.
The United States, similarly afflicted by severe fire seasons in recent
years, has implemented a cooperative program that could serve as a model
for Russian fire management policies. U.S. laws, which authorize
cooperative intergovernmental and interagency forest fire management,
provide solid hope for reducing fire danger in the future. Given Russia's
federal system of government and the UNFF cooperative forestry guidelines
which Russia has pledged to implement, a similar cooperative fire
prevention approach should be adopted in Russia.
The Draft Forest Code should be amended to provide for a more
comprehensive and cooperative fire prevention program. It should mandate
interagency and intergovernmental cooperation in implementing fire
prevention programs. The Draft Forest Code should include specific fire
prevention program goals. The FOREST Project, which is currently
administering a successful forest fire prevention campaign in the RFE, can
190 Boots, supra note 26, at 231.
91 See supra Part ILA.
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provide a model of preventive action that should be codified into the Draft
Forest Code.
Many extra-legal factors pervading Russia-and particularly the
RFE--could undermine the success of implementing such a program.
Funding shortages and the failure to adhere to the rule of law are the
paramount obstacles Russia faces in implementing cooperative fire
management in the RFE. Forestry experts from the U.S Forest Service are
already cooperating with their counterparts in the RFE. This cooperation
should continue in order to assist in better fire management implementation.
Russia, however, is currently experiencing significant recentralization,
which could improve the chances of implementing an effective cooperative
fire management program.
Russian lawmakers should codify a coordinated, comprehensive fire
prevention program into the Draft Forest Code. In spite of many unfortunate
extra-legal factors, formulating and implementing a comprehensive fire
prevention plan is the first step toward saving an environmental resource of
global importance. A legally mandated, coordinated fire prevention program
could expand the reach and effectiveness of efforts like the FOREST Project
and lead to fewer devastating human-caused fires in the RFE. Unless action
is taken immediately, the world will continue to watch through hazy skies as
a largely preventable environmental crisis unfolds.
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